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Comma Splice (Avoid) 
Editing 

 

  

Comma Splice = avoid using just a comma to join two sentences. 

 

 

                    Incorrect: The lion found a pond, it took a drink.  

 

There are three ways to correct a comma splice: 
    

 The lion found a pond. It took a drink.  (separate sentences) 

 The lion found a pond; it took a drink.  (use semicolon) 

 The lion found a pond, and it took a drink.  (add a conjunction) 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  

1.  Ed stated pitcairn is a remote pacific island, it has a Population of 57, it is a british territory 

      ________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  in 1789 christian fletcher led a famous ship mutiny, they sailed to pitcairn and burn there ship    

      ________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  fletchers crew and there tahitian wifes lived on pitcairn, it was was a successfull colony 

      ________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  most of it’s citizens is descendants of nine H.M.S. Bounty mutineers, they nevers left the island 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

5.  today pitcairn is the worlds smallest Democracy, it has a mayor, doctor, and policeman 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

6.  the islandrs grow Tropical Fruits yams and catch seafood, they also raises Honey-bees 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

7.  pitcairn hony is exceptionaly high quality, queen elizabeth enjoy eating there honey 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

8.  a few tourist visit the island, they brang much needed income too the Pitcairn Economy              

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

Avoid comma splices. However, sometimes (very sparingly) you can break the rule for 

dramatic effect: 

I came, I saw, I conquered. 

It was beautiful, it was gorgeous, it was ravishing. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 9.  the pitcairn school haves only 7 students, they will go too school in australia when their age 15. 

       _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 10.  rezidents must help maintain road, they also built path, unload Cargo boat, and row the longboats 

       _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 11.  ed spoke the aging island population’s is dwindling, the Island is trying to attrack new rezidents 

       _________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Pitcairn Island 
18 sq. miles 
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Comma Splice (Avoid) 
Editing 

 

  

Comma Splice = avoid using just a comma to join two sentences. 

 

 

                    Incorrect: The lion found a pond, it took a drink.  

 

There are three ways to correct a comma splice: 
    

 The lion found a pond. It took a drink.  (separate sentences) 

 The lion found a pond; it took a drink.  (use semicolon) 

 The lion found a pond, and it took a drink.  (add a conjunction) 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  

1.  Ed stated pitcairn is a remote pacific island, it has a Population of 57, it is a british territory 

     Ed stated, “Pitcairn is a remote Pacific island. It has a population of 57, and it is a British territory.” 

2.  in 1789 christian fletcher led a famous ship mutiny, they sailed to pitcairn and burn there ship    

     In 1789 Christian Fletcher led a famous ship mutiny. They sailed to Pitcairn and burned their ship.    

3.  fletchers crew and there tahitian wifes lived on pitcairn, it was was a successfull colony 

     Fletcher’s crew and their Tahitian wives lived on Pitcairn. It was a successful colony. 

4.  most of it’s citizens is descendants of nine H.M.S. Bounty mutineers, they nevers left the island 

     Most citizens are descendants of nine H.M.S. Bounty mutineers; they never left the island. 

5.  today pitcairn is the worlds smallest Democracy, it has a mayor, doctor, and policeman 

     Today, Pitcairn is the world’s smallest democracy. It has a mayor, doctor, and policeman. 

6.  the islandrs grow Tropical Fruits yams and catch seafood, they also raises Honey-bees 

     The islanders grow tropical fruits, yams, and catch seafood. They also raise honeybees. 

7.  pitcairn hony is exceptionaly high quality, queen elizabeth enjoy eating there honey 

     Pitcairn honey is exceptionally high quality, and Queen Elizabeth enjoys eating it. 

8.  a few tourist visit the island, they brang much needed income too the Pitcairn Economy 

     A few tourists visit the island; they bring much needed income to the Pitcairn economy.  

 
 

Avoid comma splices. However, sometimes (very sparingly) you can break the rule for 

dramatic effect: 

I came, I saw, I conquered. 

It was beautiful, it was gorgeous, it was ravishing. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 9.  the pitcairn school haves only 7 students, they will go too school in australia when their age 15. 

      The Pitcairn school has only seven students. They will go to school in Australia when they’re age 15. 

 10.  rezidents must help maintain road, they also built path, unload Cargo boat, and row the longboats 

       Residents must help maintain roads. They also build paths, unload cargo boats, and row the longboats. 

 11.  ed spoke the aging island population’s is dwindling, the Island is trying to attrack new rezidents 

       Ed spoke, “The aging island population is dwindling, and the island tries to attract new residents.” 
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